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Exponential change in communication

- 1,800,000 years: Cumulative cultural transmission, teaching, imitation, experimentation
- 200,000 years : Spoken human languages — local communication of tacit knowledge
- 5,400 years : Written human languages — communication across time, explicit knowledge
- 600 years : Printing press — 1-to-many communication across space, scale
- 180 years : Electrical telegraph & telephone — global peer-to-peer communication, on demand
- 15 years : Internet — global 1-to-many communication, zero marginal cost, dirt cheap
- Now : Internet of things – machine-to-machine communication, new technologies every month

time
2 million years of gene culture co-evolution
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apps

The atoms of the “language” of thought
Human mental models have been around for much longer than human language.
Here is a synopsis of the thinking tools that predate human language:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Shared attention (awareness that another animal is looking at the same thing)
Pointing (based on having limbs)
Mental representations ( = models) of the things we interact with
Categories ( = mental models of groups of similar things)
Containment and connectors (spatial relationships between things = graphs)
Operations (mental models of patterns of movements and changes over time)
Simulations (to predict events and arrive at decisions)
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Achieving shared understanding
Prior to spoken or written language communication via shared attention and pointing was the
was way of establishing shared understanding, and such shared understanding related to very
down-to-earth representations. Pre-language humans communicated within a highly local
context in space and time. The things being referenced were “close at hand”. It was reasonable
for people to assume that others understood what they referred to. The risks for
misunderstandings were limited.
Spoken language entered our world as a serialisation format for communicating simple
references to things within our local context. We started to reference abstract things,
references to references, and experiences that occurred many years ago. The number of
misunderstandings in communication grew exponentially. Since people could not visit the past
of other people, this lead humans down the path of extensive social delusion, where they
started to assume that they understood each other much better than they actually did. The
seeds for storytelling had been sowed. The first human hive minds emerged.
Written language made things worse in terms of the scope of social delusion. People had
opportunities to “read” large volumes of information out of context in space and time. People
started importing many thousands of references to very unfamiliar abstractions into their
mental models on top of their first hand experiences. The human tendency to believe in the
validity of our imagination after hearing or reading a story allowed storytelling and belief systems
to rise to new heights. A few people started scratching their heads about weird human
behaviours and the beliefs that underpinned the observed behaviours.
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Transdisciplinary projects
Transdisciplinary projects
are shaped significantly by
context, by rituals, and by
subconscious adherence
to paradigms.

To minimise the risks of
collaboration failures it is
important to understand
how new paradigms or
dogmas emerge.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6ocDmkEP1-8MFE1TzRSN09UWHM/view
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Modern mathematics
At all times throughout human history a few people would have realised that human
language has severe limitations in terms of ambiguity and precision.
Given the limitations of human languages, it is perhaps not entirely surprising that
modern foundations of mathematics take us back to core concepts that pre-date
human language – to the atoms of the language of thought:

•

Model theory expresses the biological foundations of human mental models in
a formal symbol system.

•

Denotational semantics is based on the simple observation that we can
abstract human understandable symbol systems into corresponding machine
readable symbol systems.

•

Category theory is a thinking tool for articulating large scale patterns and
establishing semantic equivalences between different domains, it does not
involve any concrete symbol systems. We perform such semantic calculations
in our minds all the time, mostly subconsciously.
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Transdisciplinarity is at the core of value creation

Diverse knowledge is necessary to solve various problems in the world and
to create value in the future, and overcome challenges that go beyond the
framework of research in industry, government and academia.
[from the mission of the Honda Research Institute]
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A metalanguage for describing
sociotechnological systems
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The human lens defines
categories that are invariant across cultures, space, and time
system
lens

agents

interactions
events

semantic
lens

resources

logistic
lens

energy / food
production

nature

play
learn

human symbols

human artefacts

motivations
human societies

critical self-reflection

observe

transportation /
communication

value creation

question
innovate

design / engineering

culture

quality / maintenance

The MODA + MODE human lens and its invariant characteristics offer concrete
guidance for designing visual domain specific languages (VDSLs) and for integrating
VDSLs in a multi-agent and multi-perspective context. It can be used in combination
with the MODA + MODE backbone principles or with any other set of principles.
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Mathematical foundations
Category theory

•
•

Robert Goldblatt (1983) Topoi: The categorial analysis of logic. Northland-Holland Publishing Co.

•

Steve Easterbrook (1999) Category theory for software engineers http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~sme/presentations/cat101.pdf

wiki-lab for collaborative work on Mathematics, Physics and Philosophy — especially from the n-point of view https://
ncatlab.org/nlab/show/HomePage

Model theory

•
•

Hodges, W. (1997) A Shorter Model Theory. Cambridge University Press, New York

•

William Weiss and Cherie D’Mello (2015) Fundamentals of Model Theory. Department of Mathematics, University of Toronto
http://www.math.toronto.edu/weiss/model_theory.pdf

Jorn Bettin, Tony Clark (2010) Advanced modelling made simple with the Gmodel metalanguage. In: Proceedings of the First
International Workshop on Model-Driven Interoperability, pp. 79–88. ACM

Denotational semantics

•

Schmidt, D.A. (1986) Denotational Semantics: A Methodology for Language Development. William C. Brown Publishers, St.
Louis http://people.cis.ksu.edu/~schmidt/text/densem.html

Multi-state logics

•
•
•

Alan Ross Anderson and Nuel Belnap (1975) Entailment: the logic of relevance and necessity, vol. I. Princeton University Press
Alasdair Urquhart (1972) The Semantics of Entailment. PhD thesis, University of Pittsburgh
Mares, Edwin, and Meyer, R. K. (2001) "Relevant Logics," in Goble, Lou, ed., The Blackwell Guide to Philosophical Logic
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Information Quality logic, a language for fact-based
semantic modelling for humans and software tools
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The systems lens
to understand and reason about systems

agents

interactions
events

resources

A modelling language for complex adaptive systems
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Example (instantiated systems lens)
to understand and reason about systems

agent : Bob

economic agents

seller

agent : Joe
buyer

resource : tomato

valuable resource

event : eat lunch

logistic event

A modelling language for complex adaptive systems
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The semantic lens
to make sense of the world and the natural environment from a human perspective
nature

human symbols

human artefacts

motivations
human societies

critical self-reflection

A modelling language for purpose and value systems
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Example (instantiated semantic lens)
to make sense of the world and the natural environment from a human perspective
nature : Hauraki Gulf

symbols : “boat”,
“fuel”, “exhaust” …

artefact : boats

society : clean and
green New Zealanders

critical self-reflection :
pollution

A modelling language for purpose and value systems
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The logistic lens
to structure and optimise human activities within a given culture
energy / food
production

transportation /
communication

design /
engineering

value creation
culture

quality /
maintenance

A modelling language for value creation and recycling
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Example (instantiated logistic lens)
to structure and optimise human activities within a given culture
food production :
grower

economic agent

logistic events

design : supply
chain

transportation : containers,
rail, road, ships

culture :
co-operative

valuable information &
resources

quality : timely
delivery, taste, etc.

A modelling language for value creation and recycling
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agents

interactions
events

resources

energy / food
production

nature

human symbols

transportation /
communication

human artefacts

motivations
human societies

design / engineering

value creation

critical self-reflection

culture

quality / maintenance

A modelling language for human behaviour
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The semantic lens is a modelling language for
purpose and value systems
making sense of the world and the natural
environment from a human perspective

The logistic lens is a modelling language for
value creation and recycling
structuring and optimising human
activities within a given culture

motivation
example: resilience

agent
example: S23M
logistic event category
example:
design & engineer

principle
example: Understand
that a multitude of
perspectives
generates new
insights

valuable resource
example:
supply chain model
principles are tools and techniques that are assumed
to assist in achieving the stated goal(s)

logistic event category
example: communicate
agent
example: client B
logistic event category
example: grow

semantic category
example:
human societies

semantic category
example:
human symbols

semantic category
example: nature

The semantic lens assigns all (motivation, principle) tuples to one of five categories

valuable resources are artefacts, knowledge,
or experiences that are associated
with at least one motivation
within the semantic lens of a given culture

logistic event category
example: transport

valuable resource
example:
agricultural products

The logistic lens assigns all economic activities to one of five event categories
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6 Questions

to surface tacit knowledge about systems

Investigating decision making processes that occur when applying knowledge:

•
•
•
•
•
•

When and how often does a decision require revision? – Events and frequency
Who arrives at the decision? – Agents
Why is the decision made? – Purpose (which agents benefit?)
Where (or in which information artefact) is the decision made? – Location
What are the possible choices? – Limits of understanding
How is the decision made? – Heuristics
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Viewpoints and perspectives
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Validation via instantiation (or “concretisation”)
Golf
abstract
instantiate

instantiate

ABC 1

23

Observation: We need less speculation
about shared understanding and much more
validation via instantiation !
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Research context
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End of story! Designing tools for the next 200 years
Time to stop confusing innovation with entertaining stories. Time for creating a visual language
and interaction style that is better than English or any other linear language:
1. for validating and representing knowledge
in a way that is intuitive and easily understandable for humans
in a way that is easy for processing by software tools
2. for validating and representing knowledge flows
between individual agents/teams/organisations/communities
in a way that facilities collaborative validation of knowledge and beliefs
as a substrate for interdisciplinary innovation and the creation of context specific variants
3. for filtering, validating, and representing economic flows
supports domain specific accounting of all kinds of knowledge flows
using Culture, Engineering, Maintenance, Energy, and Transportation as the basic sectors
for modelling economic value cycles
with explicit tools that assist with the detection of deception

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. https://ciic.s23m.com/2017/04/25/designing-filtering-collaboration-thinking-and-learning-tools-for-the-next-200-years/
2. https://ciic.s23m.com/2017/08/30/addiction-and-story-withdrawal/
3. http://s23m.com/about/index.html – Contact jorn.bettin@s23m.com for related PhD research opportunities
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The Cell stack
A formal kernel that is recursively bootstrapped using concepts and axioms from model theory, category theory,
and denotational semantics; a cell platform that is based on invariants across cultures, space, and time and is
inspired by biology, which is instantiated using the kernel; … which in turn can be used to instantiate economic
ecosystems and cultural evolution
1. kernel = { graph, semantic domains }
2. cell platform = { kernel, system lens, semantic lens, logistic lens intervals, location, cells, organisms/
cell structures }
3. economic ecosystems = { cell platform, shared values and principles for agent interaction,
governance bodies/structures }
4. cultural evolution = { economic ecosystems, product lines, experiments }
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Key features
1. An instantiation function that supports multi-level instantiation
2. Complete separation of modelling and naming
3. All models and semantic domains are associated with an agent – no models or
semantic domains can be constructed outside the context of a concrete agent
4. All semantic equivalences between semantic identities from different agents must be
explicitly declared from the viewpoint of the agent that perceives the equivalences
5. Ubiquitous support for 4-state information/quality logic at all levels of instantiation
6. Semantic domains and models are implemented in Java but do not make use of the
Java type system and have no technology dependencies beyond the JVM
7. Fully open source
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Developing assistive tooling for human cognition and thinking
Knowledge representations that are intuitive and easily understandable for humans and easily processed by software tools, and
corresponding context-aware semantic search tools.
PhD Topic 1: Visualisation of semantic artefacts on internet connected devices
Research into the visualisation of semantic artefacts on internet connected devices. This research would explore new paradigms
for the specification of visual user interfaces that can be easily mapped to the capabilities of the increasingly diverse kinds of
internet connected devices. The research would relate to open source generic artefact visualisation software that S23M is
developing for its open source Cell platform technology.
Challenges:
1. Creating a visual language framework for semantic artefacts that can be used across different internet connected devices and
that allows users to view the names of semantic identities in their preferred language
2. Exploiting the specific advantages of specific user interface technologies (touch screens, speech recognition, eye tracking, and
further emerging technologies such as radar based hand gesture recognition)
3. Keeping the visual language framework for semantic artefacts consistent across the different user interfaces
4. Adapting semantic artefact representations and the user interaction model for navigating semantic artefacts to the limits
imposed by available screen real estate
5. Integrating suitable tools for development of domain specific symbols, and providing functionality that allows human domain
experts to share visual symbols and engage in collaborative symbol development and refinement
6. Developing an architecture that is designed to cope with growing variability across internet connected devices, and using the
Cell platform to achieve semantic interoperability across different implementation technologies
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Creating a knowledge distillery and related feedback loops
Representations of knowledge flows at all levels of scale and between levels of scale: agents/teams/organisations/communities;
techniques and tools for collaborative validation of knowledge and beliefs; techniques and tools for merging human domain
knowledge with knowledge extracted from data by machine learning; principles and techniques for interdisciplinary innovation and
the creation of context specific variants of bodies of knowledge
PhD Topic 2: Tool assisted conversion of textual domain knowledge into formal models
Research into tool assisted conversion of textual domain knowledge into formal models. This research would involve the
development of innovative approaches to natural language processing, new paradigms for knowledge sharing between humans and
machines, and make use of the advanced semantic modelling capabilities inherent in S23M’s open source Cell platform technology.
Challenges:
1.

Offering a range of different ways of to provide knowledge mining tools with semantic context information in relation to specific sets of textual input artefacts,
for example in the form of semantic domains and category models articulated in Cell technology, or in the form of dictionaries or ontologies and tools to
transform these into formal semantic domains and category models

2.

Compiling a comprehensive set of realistic use cases, and for each use case to define appropriate heuristics for combining automated and (manual) human
steps for knowledge extraction, including validation of the heuristics with domain experts from a range of disciplines

3.

Developing tools for visualising semantic equivalences and differences in preferred terminologies between human domain experts, as well as tools for
consolidating semantic domains and differences in terminologies

4.

Developing an architecture that enables tool assisted extraction of domain knowledge from textual input artefacts that may be expressed in a variety of
languages (English, Chinese, Spanish, etc.)

5.

Developing automatic suggestions for the use of specific terminologies and jargons based on the social network of agents that a user is interacting with

6.

Development of analytical tools to detect terminological drift and to track the adoption of new words in the context of specific disciplines and semantic domains
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Creating a knowledge distillery and related feedback loops
PhD Topic 3: Unsupervised machine learning techniques that produce human understandable representations
Research and development of advanced unsupervised machine learning capabilities that lead to representations of knowledge that
are human understandable, and that can easily be integrated with formal representations of the knowledge of human domain
experts. The neural networks and algorithms developed as part of this work would be expressed as semantic artefacts in S23M’s
open source Cell platform technology.
Challenges:
1. Providing machine learning tools with semantic context information in the form of semantic domains and category models
articulated in Cell technology, and implementing machine learning tools and algorithms that are capable of using such context
information in unsupervised learning mode
2. Using Cell technology features to automatically generate semantic artefacts that quantify conformance with semantic context
information provided by human domain experts
3. Using graphical probabilistic models and available semantic context information to suggest new semantic identities that have
been detected by machine learning algorithms
4. Developing suitable visualisation and user interaction patterns that assist human domain experts in the naming of new
semantic identities that have been created by machine learning tools
5. Compiling a comprehensive set of realistic use cases, and for each use case to define appropriate heuristics for combining
machine learning and (manual) human steps for knowledge creation and validation
6. Developing tools for visualising semantic equivalences and differences in models, as well as tools for consolidating model
differences across viewpoints, based on appropriate explicit agreement by all human domain experts that are affected by the
consolidation
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Collaboration without barriers
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Typical use cases in industry, academia, and government
The MODA + MODE approach has a fractal characteristic that enables
it to operate at all levels of scale, with explicit support for feedback
loops between different levels of scale:

•

Development of collaboration platforms that improve the resilience
and performance of economic ecosystems.

•

Development of technology platforms that harness deep domain
expertise to streamline the development of new products.

•

Improvements in quality, reliability, and productivity of specific
teams or technological systems.

•

Integrating the knowledge of multiple domain experts in a crossdisciplinary context to co-create innovative solution designs.

•

Translating tacit knowledge into explicit knowledge that does not
decay over time.
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Conference on Interdisciplinary
Innovation and Collaboration
play, learn, observe, question, innovate

Challenges that Go Beyond the
Established Framework of Research in
Industry, Government and Academia
Scientists, Engineers, Entrepreneurs, Artists & Mathematicians
CIIC brings together academic researchers and practitioners every 3 months
to tackle wicked problems that don’t have an obvious solution.

https://ciic.s23m.com/about/
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Thank you!
Jorn Bettin
jorn.bettin@s23m.com
Nothing beats capturing the knowledge flow
of leading domain experts to co-create
organisations & systems that are
understandable by future generations of
humans & software tools.
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